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The Big Five wetland in Idaho Springs, Colorado was 
built as a pilot-scale system to treat mine drainage with 
low pH and high concentrations of heavy metals, study metal 
removal processes occurring in the wetland, and determine 
design criteria for full-scale wetland treatment systems. 
Field and laboratory studies indicate that bacterial sulfate 
reduction and sulfide precipitation are important processes 
in removing metals from the mine drainage at the wetland.
Laboratory experiments were designed to determine an 
approximate in situ rate of sulfide production by sulfate- 
reducing bacteria in this system. Two methods were used to 
determine this rate, a potentiometric titration method and a 
radiotracer method.
The summer rate of sulfide production was estimated to 
be 1.2 micromoles of sulfide per gram of dry substrate per 
day (umol S2‘/g/d) by the titration method, with samples 
incubated at 18°C for time periods of 5 to 35 days.
Nutrient amendments of sodium lactate or an extract of hay 
significantly increased the rate of sulfide production in 
these laboratory-scale systems.
The average rates of sulfide production determined for 
splits of one composite substrate sample by the two
iii
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different methods were essentially the same, with 0.67 umol 
S2'/g/d by the titration method and 0.75 umol S2*/g/d by the 
radiotracer method. The advantages of the radiotracer 
method include greater sensitivity for detecting small 
amounts of sulfide and less variance in the data. The 
advantages of the titration method include simpler 
experimental procedure, safety precautions, and waste 
disposal because radioactive substances are not involved.
Results of these experiments suggest that the 
laboratory-scale systems could be used as inexpensive, 
initial treatability studies for acid mine drainages. The 
rate of sulfide production could be used to estimate loading 
rates of metals that could be effectively removed by a 
wetland by sulfide precipitation. Additionally, the 
laboratory-scale systems could be used to test the 
effectiveness of different substrate/nutrient combinations 
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Acid mine drainage from abandoned mining operations 
contributes significantly to water pollution in Colorado 
streams. The oxidation of pyrite and other sulfide minerals 
results in mine drainage containing elevated levels of heavy 
metals and acidity. The quality of the water in many areas 
of the state presents a risk to the environment, 
particularly aquatic organisms, because of effects from acid 
mine drainage (Holm and Elmore, 1986; CDH, 1991).
In 1982, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
added the mining districts in Clear Creek and Gilpin 
counties of Colorado, referred to as the Clear Creek/Central 
City site, to the Superfund National Priorities List due to 
the presence of heavy metals in the environment (CDH, 1991). 
Surface waters in this area have been impacted by direct 
discharges from mine drainage tunnels and erosion of mine 
waste piles. As part of the Feasibility Study required for 
Superfund sites under the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980, it was 
recommended that passive treatment by constructed wetlands 
be considered as a cost-effective treatment alternative for
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water draining from the tunnels at the Clear Creek/Central 
City site.
Since passive treatment of mine drainage is a 
relatively new technology, a pilot-scale wetland treatment 
system was constructed in 1987 at the Big Five Tunnel in 
Idaho Springs, Colorado to determine the effectiveness of 
such a system in treating mine drainage with low pH and high 
concentrations of heavy metals and sulfate in a mountain 
environment. Objectives of the project included studying 
metal removal processes and defining important design 
parameters such as metal loading rates and appropriate 
organic substrates.
Field and laboratory results from this pilot-scale 
system indicate that a constructed wetland can be effective 
in treating acid mine drainage (i.e., removing heavy metals 
and raising the pH) in a mountain environment (Wildeman and 
Laudon, 1989). Research projects over the past few years 
have studied several metal removal processes that could be 
occurring in the Big Five wetland, including adsorption of 
metals onto organic materials in the substrate, uptake of 
metals by the vegetation, and precipitation of metals as 
sulfides (Machemer et al., 1990; Laudon, 1989).
Results of laboratory and field studies indicate that 
organic adsorption processes are important during the start­
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up phase of the constructed wetland. However, after several 
months of operation, organic adsorption sites are filled by 
the metals, and sulfide precipitation becomes the dominant 
process of metal removal from the inflowing mine drainage 
(Machemer and Wildeman, 1991). The sulfide precipitation 
process involves sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) which are 
present in the organic substrate material. The SRB reduce 
sulfate, present in high concentrations in the mine 
drainage, to sulfide. The sulfide then forms insoluble 
precipitates with the metals in the acid mine drainage. As 
a result of this process, the metals become immobilized in 
the wetland substrate.
Results of previous microbiological studies of the Big 
Five wetland substrate indicate that SRB are present in 
large numbers, with viable counts ranging from 1900 to 
28,000,000 bacteria per gram of dry substrate (Batal, 1989; 
Batal et al., 1989). Analysis of outflow from the wetland 
shows a decrease in sulfate concentration of approximately 
10 to 2 0 percent; significant decreases in concentrations of 
iron, zinc, and copper (i.e., consistently complete removal 
of copper and up to 100% removal of iron and zinc depending 
on flow rate); and an increase in pH as compared to the 
incoming mine drainage (Machemer and Wildeman, 1991). 
Significant increases in amounts of reduced forms of sulfur,
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such as acid volatile sulfides (i.e., metal monosulfides 
such as FeS and ZnS) and elemental sulfur in the substrate 
material have also been demonstrated (Laudon, 1989). All of 
these results indicate that bacterial sulfate reduction is 
an important process in the treatment of mine drainage at 
the Big Five wetland.
The purpose of this thesis was to study the activity of 
these SRB and their contribution to the treatment of acid 
mine drainage at the Big Five wetland.
The specific objectives of this thesis were as follows:
(1) To demonstrate that the process of bacterial 
sulfate reduction is occurring in the Big Five 
wetland,
(2) To determine an approximate in situ rate of 
sulfide production by SRB in the wetland using two 
different methods, and
(3) To determine some of the factors controlling the 





This chapter provides a brief description of the 
location and design of the Big Five wetland. Detailed 
descriptions of the design, construction, and operating 
results of the wetland treatment system are available in 
Howard et al. (1989a and 1989b).
2.1 LOCATION AND WATER CHARACTERISTICS
The Big Five wetland treatment system was constructed 
at the adit of the Big Five Tunnel in Idaho Springs, 
Colorado, a small mining town located approximately 2 0 miles 
west of Denver. This tunnel was used for haulage and 
dewatering the extensive workings of the southern portion of 
the Idaho Springs/Central City mining district (Howard et 
al., 1990). Figure 1 is a map of the entire Clear 
Creek/Central City Superfund site with an enlarged area 
indicating the location of the Big Five Tunnel.
The mine drainage flowing from the Big Five Tunnel has 
high concentrations of heavy metals such as iron, copper, 
manganese, and zinc? high concentration of sulfate; and a 
low pH. The concentrations of metals and sulfate and the pH
T-4163 6
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Figure 1. Clear Creek/Central City Site Location Map.
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of the mine drainage remain relatively constant throughout 
the year (Wildeman, 1991). A summary of the characteristics 
of the mine drainage is provided in Table 1.
2.2 DESIGN OF THE TREATMENT CELLS
The original pilot-scale wetland treatment system, 
constructed in August 1987, consisted of three treatment 
cells, each with a surface area of 18 square meters and 
depth of approximately 1.2 meters (Howard et al., 1989a). 
Cell A was filled with fresh mushroom compost, which 
consists of approximately 50 percent animal manure and 50 
percent barley mash wastes from a local brewery, as the 
organic substrate. Cell B was filled with a mixture of 
equal parts of peat, aged steer manure, and decomposed wood 
products. Cell C contained a layer of limestone rock in the 
bottom and the rest of the cell was filled with the same 
mixture as Cell B. Vegetation consisting of cattails, 
sedges, and rushes was transplanted into the cells. Mine 
drainage from the Big Five Tunnel was delivered to each of 
the cells through polyvinyl chloride pipes.
In December of 1988, Cell A was rebuilt according to a 
design that would increase the contact of the mine drainage 
with the organic substrate, particularly the substrate in 
the anaerobic zone of the cell (Howard et al., 1990).
T-4163 8










pH = 2.6 - 3.0
Temperature = 13°C
SOURCE: Wildeman, T.R. and L.S. Laudon. The Use of
Wetlands for Treatment of Environmental Problems in Mining: 
Non-Coal Mining Applications. In: Constructed Wetlands for
Wastewater Treatment. D.A. Hammer, ed., Lewis Publishers, 
Inc., 1989, p. 223.
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Results of this redesign were discouraging, as the desired 
flow pattern through the anaerobic zone was not achieved.
The integrity of the building materials failed, allowing the 
mine drainage to flow over the surface of the cell 
(Machemer, 1991).
Cell B was modified in August 1989 to consist of two 
cells with opposite flow patterns, Cell B-upflow and Cell B- 
downflow (Howard et al., 1990; Machemer and Wildeman, 1991). 
The two subcells were filled with fresh mushroom compost.
No vegetation was planted in either of the two subcells.
Two 150-gallon stock tanks were placed near the inlets of 
the subcells of Cell B. The purpose of these tanks is to 
precipitate ferric hydroxide from the mine drainage before 
the water enters Cell B in order to retard the clogging of 
the plumbing system by these precipitates.
The organic substrate material that was removed from 
Cell B (i.e., mixture of peat, manure, and decomposed wood 
products) was placed into a new treatment cell, Cell E, 
which consisted of a shallow pit approximately 3.5 meters in 
diameter and 1 meter deep. At this time, Cell D was also 
constructed. This cell was designed as a second treatment 
step for output from Cell A. Cell D features a shallow 
depth (i.e., 0.5 meter) and length to width ratio of 10.
Figure 2 is a schematic diagram indicating the position
T-4163 10
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FIGURE 2. Schematic diagram of the Big Five wetland. 
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of the five treatment cells in operation at the time the 
experiments for this thesis were conducted.
2.3 METAL REMOVAL EFFICIENCIES
Over the first two years of operation, Cell A was the 
most effective in removing heavy metals and raising the pH 
of the mine drainage. Maximum metal removal efficiencies 
for Cell A during this time period were as follows: 98.9%
for copper, 84.6% for iron, 16.4% for manganese, and 98.4% 
for zinc (Cohen et al., 1989). The pH of the Cell A 
effluent ranged from 3.1 to 6.5 over the same time period.
After modification of Cell B in 1989, high metal 
removal efficiencies were also achieved in both Cell B- 
upflow and Cell B-downflow (Wildeman, 1991). Maximum metal 
removal efficiencies for Cell B-upflow between October 1989 
and August 1990 were as follows: 100% for copper, iron, and
zinc; 37% for manganese. Maximum metal removal efficiencies 
for the same time period for Cell B-downflow were as 
follows: 100% for copper, 90% for iron, 78% for manganese,
and 92% for zinc. The concentrations of metals and pH in 
the mine drainage and effluents of the treatment cells 
during October 1989 through August 1990 are presented in 
Appendix A, Table A-l. The flow rates of mine drainage into 




Production of hydrogen sulfide from sulfate by 
dissimilatory sulfate-reducing bacteria is an important 
process in the sulfur cycle of marine and freshwater 
environments (Smith and Klug, 1981). Figure 3 illustrates 
the sulfur cycle in anoxic sediments. Sulfate-reducing 
bacteria mineralize organic matter in anoxic waters and 
sediments using sulfate as an electron acceptor according to 
the following reactions:
2CH20 + SOA2' — > S2‘ + 2C02 + 2H20 (3.1)
S2' + 2C02 + 2H20 — > H2S + 2HC03' (3.2)
The products of sulfate reduction (i.e., hydrogen 
sulfide and bicarbonate ions) are desirable for the 
treatment of acid mine drainage as the increase in 
alkalinity will help raise the pH of the water and the 
hydrogen sulfide can react with the dissolved metals to form
sulfide precipitates (Tuttle et al., 1969; Wieder and Lang,
1982; Herlihy and Mills, 1985; Herlihy et al., 1987; Hedin 
et al., 1988; Mclntire and Edenborn, 1990).
Sulfate-reducing bacteria have been studied extensively 
in freshwater, marine, and salt marsh sediments.
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Summary of the sulfur cycle in anoxic sediments 
(Jorgensen, 1990).
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the treatment of acid mine drainage. This chapter 
summarizes research relating to the role of SRB in the 
recycling of sulfur and carbon in these environments.
Results of experiments designed to determine the rate of 
sulfate reduction in various environments and the effects of 
environmental factors on rate are also presented. Finally, 
different methods of determining rate of sulfate reduction 
are described and compared.
3.1 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
The sulfate-reducing bacteria were discovered in 1895 
by Beijerinck (Postgate, 1979). Until the late 1970s, only 
nine species of SRB were well established? three in the 
genus of spore-forming rods, Desulfotomaculum. and six in 
the genus of vibrioid to spiral rods, Desulfovibrio 
(Skyring, 1987). Both genera are Gram-negative and include 
both mesophilic and thermophilic strains. SRB are widely 
distributed in terrestrial and aquatic environments.
These nine species of SRB oxidize only simple organic 
substrates such as C3- and C4-fatty acids, glycerol, and 
simple alcohols (Postgate, 1979). Subsequent research on 
SRB has expanded the list of genera and consequently, the 
types of substrates utilized. These SRB are divided into 
seven genera and are capable, alone or in syntrophy, of
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oxidizing the main products of bacterial fermentation (e.g., 
fatty acids, alcohols, dicarboxylic acids, and some aromatic 
compounds) completely to C02 (Sorensen et al., 1981? 
Jorgensen, 1982).
Many strains of SRB can utilize H2 for the reduction of 
sulfate but most are not considered to be true autotrophs, 
as they require a coupled assimilation (i.e., mixotrophy) of 
C02 and organic matter (e.g., acetate or yeast extract) for 
growth. New species of SRB were isolated by Widdel in 1980 
and Badzing in 1978 which can grow autotrophically with H2 
as an energy source (Skyring, 1987). Some SRB are capable 
of fermentative growth, in the absence of sulfate, utilizing 
pyruvate, choline, malate, or fumarate as a carbon source.
SRB may use electron acceptors other tĥ en sulfate in 
their metabolism, including sulfite, tetrathionate, 
thiosulfate, elemental sulfur, nitrate, and nitrite 
(Postgate, 1979; Dilling and Cypionka, 1990; Jorgensen and 
Bak, 1991). Several strains of SRB utilize a thiosulfate 
disproportionation reaction (i.e., the two sulfur atoms in 
the thiosulfate molecule are transformed into sulfate and 
sulfide) in their energy metabolism (Bak and Cypionka, 1987? 
Jorgensen, 1990? Jorgensen and Bak, 1991). This 
disproportionation process is a type of inorganic
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fermentation that does not require an electron donor or 
acceptor.
Most SRB require no special organic growth factors, 
although one species of Desulfotomaculum was reported to 
require p-aminobenzoic acid and biotin (Postgate, 1979).
SRB require relatively high concentrations of iron for 
growth, as iron is needed for cell constituents such as 
ferredoxin and cytochrome c3 (Postgate, 1979). Several 
strains of SRB can fix gaseous nitrogen, however most use 
ammonium ions as a nitrogen source (Postgate, 1979; Skyring, 
1987) .
SRB have been classified as strict anaerobes, as 
molecular oxygen has been found to block their growth 
(Postgate, 1979). However, bacterial sulfate reduction was 
demonstrated in the oxidized surface layers of marine 
sediments (Jorgensen, 1977). This activity of SRB, 
described in the study as an obligate anaerobic process, was 
reported to occur in reduced microniches within the oxidized 
sediments in that study. Recent studies relating to 
reductive and oxidative pathways of the sulfur cycle in 
sediments have indicated that SRB are not limited to 
reducing environments, but may also live under oxidizing 
conditions (Jorgensen and Bak, 1991) . Jorgensen and Bak 
(1991) demonstrated that sulfate reduction occurs in
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reducing layers, the suboxic zone at approximately one to 
two centimeters depth, and even oxic surface layers of 
marine sediments. Additionally, several SRB (i.e, 
Desulfovibrio desulfuricans. Desulfovibrio vulgaris. 
Desulfovibrio sulfodismutans. Desulfobacterium 
autotroohicum. Desulfobulbus propionicus. and Desulfococcus 
multivorans) have been discovered that are able to utilize 
molecular oxygen as an electron acceptor with H2, lactate, 
H2S, or sulfite as electron donor (Dilling and Cypionka, 
1990). However, no growth of the bacteria was obtained 
under these conditions. These results indicate that the 
metabolic capabilities of SRB are much more flexible than 
previously reported.
3.2 FACTORS AFFECTING RATE OF SULFATE REDUCTION
Many environmental factors affect the rate of sulfate 
reduction including temperature, pressure, salinity, pH, 
electron donor concentration, electron acceptor 
concentration, and the quality and quantity of organic 
matter available as a carbon source (Nedwell and Abram, 
1979; Postgate, 1979; Westrich and Berner, 1984). Table 2 
summarizes rates of sulfate reduction measured in various 
environments.
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sulfate reduction was zero order with respect to sulfate at 
concentrations greater than 10 millimoles per liter (mM).
In more recent studies, rates of sulfate reduction in 
freshwater lake sediments were not sulfate limited at 
sulfate concentrations greater than O.lmM (Ingvorsen et al., 
1981). The concentration of sulfate in the mine drainage 
from the Big Five Tunnel is approximately 20 mM, so this 
factor would not be expected to limit the rate of sulfate 
reduction in the wetland.
Seasonal trends in rate measurements have been observed 
in many studies, indicating that temperature is an important 
factor in various environments ( Howarth and Teal, 1979? 
Westermann and Ahring, 1987? Westrich and Berner, 1979? 
Nedwell and Abram, 1979? Abdollahi and Nedwell, 1979).
Using Arrhenius plots, Q10 values (i.e., temperature 
coefficient caused by a 10-degree increase in temperature) 
of 3.5 (Abdollahi and Nedwell, 1979), 3.4 (Jorgensen, 1977), 
and 2.48 (Westermann and Ahring, 1987) have been calculated 
for sulfate reduction. Westrich and Berner (1979) reported 
greater temperature dependence for sulfate reduction in 
sediments with lower rates of SRB activity. They concluded 
that this variation in temperature dependence was related to 
the reactivity of the organic matter undergoing 
decomposition and subsequently providing low molecular
T—4163 22
weight substrates for the SRB.
The reactivity of organic matter in sediments can be a 
controlling factor for sulfate reduction (Goldhaber and 
Kaplan, 1975? Howarth and Teal, 1979? Westrich and Berner, 
1984). Fermentative microorganisms in the sediments 
hydrolyze detritus and produce low molecular weight 
substrates (e.g., lactate, pyruvate, and acetate) that SRB 
can utilize (Westrich and Berner, 1984). Deeper sediments 
may contain polymerized organic material that is resistant 
to microbial attack and consequently, low rates of sulfate 
reduction are observed (Goldhaber and Kaplan, 1975).
Postgate (1979) reports that SRB tolerate pH values 
ranging from below 5.0 to 9.5. Other studies indicate this 
range is even wider, with Smith and Oremland (1987) 
measuring sulfate reduction in anoxic waters of pH 9.7 and 
Wakao et al. (1979) measuring sulfate reduction in acid mine 
waters of pH 4-5.2.
3.3 SULFATE REDUCTION AND THE TREATMENT OF ACID MINE
DRAINAGE
Sulfate reduction as a pollution abatement procedure 
for acid mine drainage was studied by Tuttle et al. (1969) 
using flasks containing wood dust and mine water. Sulfate 
removal from the water and precipitation of FeS were
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observed in the wood dust cultures. These authors 
concluded that the rate of wood dust degradation controlled 
initiation and rate of sulfate reduction in their systems.
Wakao et al. (1979) demonstrated that acid mine 
drainage could be treated by SRB in both batch cultures and 
a continuous flow system using acid mine water and wood dust 
as the basic culture medium. These authors concluded that 
iron sulfides must be removed from the system to prevent 
their reoxidation if the treatment was to be successful.
Measurements of the water chemistry of a natural 
wetland in West Virginia indicated that processes occurring 
in the wetland were modifying the acid mine water flowing 
through it (Wieder and Lang, 1982). The authors developed 
the hypothesis that these changes in water chemistry 
resulted from the activity of SRB in the wetland. They 
reported sulfide in the interstitial water of the wetland 
and a general decline in hydrogen and sulfate ion 
concentrations with increasing distance from the mine. The 
quality of the water draining from the wetland was similar 
to nearby streams not impacted by acid mine drainage. Based 
on these observations, Wieder and Lang (1982) suggested that 
previously existing or constructed wetlands could be used to 
treat acid mine drainage.
Herlihy and Mills (1985) studied the effects of acid
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mine drainage on sulfate reduction in sediments of a
freshwater lake. They found enhanced sulfate reduction in
sediments receiving acid mine drainage as compared to 
control areas in the lake not impacted by mine drainage. 
Concentrations of acid volatile sulfides (AVS) were 
consistently an order of magnitude higher in sediments 
impacted by mine drainage as compared to control areas. A
later study at the same site (Herlihy et al., 1987)
indicated that alkalinity generated by sulfate reduction was 
an important factor in the buffering mechanism of this lake.
A constructed wetland was built by the U.S. Bureau of 
Mines Pittsburgh Research Center to treat drainage from 
strip-mined coal spoils (Hedin et al., 1988). Preliminary 
observations of water chemistry in this wetland indicated 
significant improvements of water chemistry and 
accumulations of reduced forms of sulfur in areas where 
reducing processes were occurring. Measurements of the 
water in the oxic zones of the wetland indicated conditions 
similar to the inflow, with dissolved iron predominantly in 
the ferric form. The authors suggested that wetlands 
constructed to treat mine drainage should be designed to 
maximize flow through the anaerobic portions of the wetland 
and thereby utilize sulfate reduction and pyrite-forming 
processes to treat the mine drainage.
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In a laboratory study, Hammack and Hedin (1989) 
demonstrated that flow-through systems of SRB growing in 
mushroom compost could significantly improve the water 
quality of simulated acid mine drainage. At an influent pH 
of 2.5 to 3.5, 80% of the iron, 50% of the manganese, and 
55% of the sulfate were removed. The effluent had 
circumneutral pH and a slight net alkalinity.
Mclntire and Edenborn (1990) measured rates of sulfate 
reduction in a wetland designed and built by the U.S. Bureau 
of Mines Pittsburgh Research Center to maximize contact 
between mine drainage and the anaerobic zone. Bacterial 
sulfate reduction rates ranged from 0.002 to 0.600 
micromoles of sulfate per cubic centimeter of substrate per 
day. The authors stated these rates are high enough to 
significantly affect the water quality of the mine drainage.
Following the field and laboratory wetland projects, 
the U.S. Bureau of Mines research group constructed pilot- 
scale biological reactors containing mushroom compost to 
treat mine drainage (Dvorak et al., 1991). These reactors 
removed over 95% of the iron, zinc, manganese, nickel, and 
cadmium from the mine drainage as these metals were 
precipitated in the reactors. In a separate study (Hammack 
and Edenborn, 1991), laboratory-scale biological reactors 
containing mushroom compost were used to remove nickel from
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simulated mine water.
Previous microbiological studies at the Big Five 
wetland concentrated on the ecology of the various 
bacteriological groups present in the substrate (Batal,
1989; Batal et al., 1989). Sulfate reducers were found to 
be dominant throughout the wetland substrate, with metal- 
oxidizing bacteria limited to the surface. Batal concluded 
that direct measurement of the activity of these groups of 
bacteria was needed to evaluate their role in metal removal 
at the wetland.
3.4 COMPARISON OF METHODS USED TO DETERMINE RATE OF SULFIDE
PRODUCTION
Several methods have been used to measure sulfate 
reduction rates including mathematical modelling from 
measured sulfate concentration gradients, sediment diffusion 
coefficients, and sedimentation rates (Berner, 1964; 
Jorgensen, 1978; Westrich and Berner, 1984; Skyring, 1987); 
estimation of activity of SRB from colony counts (Jorgensen, 
1978); direct chemical measurements of increases of sulfide 
or decreases in sulfate in laboratory systems (Kelly and 
Rudd, 1984; Skyring, 1987); an automated electrical 
impedance technique (Oremland and Silverman, 1979); and 
radiotracer studies using 35S-labelled sulfate (e.g.,
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Jorgensen, 1978; Howarth and Teal, 1979; Smith and Klug, 
1981? Hines and Lyons, 1982; Lovley et al., 1982? Mclntire 
and Edenborn, 1990).
The radiotracer method is used most frequently to 
determine rates of sulfate reduction. Several variations of 
this method are employed, with the major differences being 
whether reduced forms of sulfide other than AVS are measured 
and whether the radiotracer is injected into homogenized 
sediment slurries or intact core samples.
The effects of homogenization on measured rates of 
sulfate reduction have been described (Jorgensen, 1978; 
Skyring, 1987? Westrich and Berner, 1988). Radiotracer 
injected into soil slurries is more evenly distributed than 
when injected into cores, but physical disruption of the 
sediments during homogenization may affect the activity of 
the SRB. Jorgensen (1978) states that manipulation of the 
sediment samples should be kept to a minimum.
Jorgensen (1989) has recently published a radiotracer 
method that measures AVS (i.e., H2S plus FeS) and chromium 
reducible sulfur (i.e., elemental sulfur plus FeS2) produced 
by bacterial sulfate reduction. In sediments where pyrite 
forms rapidly, this method would be expected to give a more 
accurate estimation of sulfate reduction rates than the 




The rate of bacterial sulfate reduction in the Big Five 
wetland was determined by measuring the increase in the sum 
of headspace H2S, dissolved sulfide, and solid acid volatile 
forms of sulfur (AVS) (i.e., metal monosulfide precipitates 
such as FeS and ZnS) over time in a laboratory-scale system. 
Recent research indicates that the reduced sulfur produced 
by the activity of SRB can be incorporated into non-acid 
volatile forms of sulfur, especially pyrite (Howarth and 
Jorgensen, 1984; Fossing and Jorgensen, 1989). However, 
Fossing and Jorgensen (1989) also reported that the 
percentage of reduced sulfur incorporated into these non­
acid volatile forms depends on the type of sediment and the 
sulfur chemistry of the particular ecosystem.
Results from a study of inorganic and organic forms of 
sulfur at the Big Five wetland indicate that significant 
increases in the sum of acid volatile sulfides plus 
elemental sulfur occurred in Cell A after ten months of 
operation of the wetland treatment system (Laudon, 1989). 
Acid volatile sulfides plus elemental sulfur represented 
0.15% of the total sulfur in the original mushroom compost 
material used in Cell A. After ten months of operation of
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the wetland, the compost in Cell A contained 1.1% of the 
total sulfur as AVS plus elemental sulfur. However, no 
significant increases in organic or pyritic forms of sulfur 
were detected in these areas after the same period of time. 
These results indicate that measurement of the rate of 
sulfide production by SRB in the mushroom compost substrate 
at the Big Five wetland using the increase in three forms of 
reduced sulfur (i.e., headspace H2S, dissolved sulfide, and 
solid AVS) would be a reasonable approach because 
significant amounts of pyrite were not forming. Two 
laboratory-scale methods were selected to measure the 
increase in reduced sulfur over time in the wetland 
substrate. In both methods the substrate sample is 
acidified with HC1, however the methods differ in the 
measurement of the H2S that is produced by addition of HC1 
and the time that the substrate is incubated before 
acidification. The first method involves a potentiometric 
titration of the sulfide with AgN03 (Updegraff and Wren,
1954), with substrate samples incubated up to three months. 
The second method utilizes a radiotracer as described in 
Section 3.4, with substrate samples incubated for 
approximately one day.
Since 35S was not introduced into the substrate with 
the titration method and substantial amounts of metal
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sulfide precipitates formed during the long incubation, 
changes in the concentrations of other constituents in the 
laboratory-scale systems could also be easily measured 
during the experiment. The data relating to changes in 
concentrations of dissolved metals and forms of sulfur from 
the titration method experiment were used to form 
assumptions for modeling biogeochemical processes occurring 
in the Big Five wetland (Machemer, 1991).
Each experiment described in the following sections 
used substrate from Cell B-upflow. This treatment cell was 
chosen for the following reasons: (1) Cell B-upflow was
filled with mushroom compost and the study conducted by 
Laudon (1989) indicated that AVS, but not pyrite, increased 
in the mushroom compost over time; (2) Cell B-upflow had 
been operating for approximately nine months when the 
experiments for this thesis were conducted, so the 
background level of AVS was not as high as in the substrate 
of Cell A which had been operating for three years; small 
increases of AVS in Cell B-upflow substrate in the 
laboratory-scale systems, as determined by the titration 
method, would be more apparent than in a substrate with high 
background levels of AVS; and (3) high metal removal 
efficiencies had been achieved in Cell B-upflow, indicating 
that SRB were active in this treatment cell.
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An initial experiment to determine the rate of sulfide 
production in Cell B-upflow and effect of nutrient 
amendments on this rate was conducted in June 1990 using the 
titration method. The substrate sample was collected from 
the upper portion of the cell, approximately 0 to 20 
centimeters (cm) from the surface. The surface of Cell B- 
upflow is covered with a layer of hay which is secured by a 
sheet of black plastic. The substrate surface directly 
beneath the hay smells strongly of sulfide and is black from 
metal sulfide precipitates, indicating this upper portion of 
the cell is anaerobic.
A second rate determination experiment for Cells B- 
upflow and A was conducted in October 1990 using the 
radiotracer method. Substrate from Cell A was included in 
this experiment so that rates in the two cells could be 
compared.
In November 1990, a third experiment was performed 
using both the titration method and the radiotracer method 
on splits of the same substrate sample from the upper 
portion of Cell B-upflow in order to compare results from 
the two methods. A sample from the bottom of Cell B-upflow 
(i.e., approximately 0.67 meters depth) was also collected 
at this time to compare rates of sulfide production in
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different areas of the cell. Each of these experiments is 
described in detail in the following sections.
4.1 INITIAL RATE DETERMINATION - TITRATION METHOD
4.1.1 Sampling Procedures and Preparation of Serum Bottles
For the initial determination of the rate of sulfide
production in Cell B-upflow by the titration method, a 2- 
liter composite sample of substrate was collected in an 
autoclaved polypropylene jar. The jar was completely filled 
with substrate, tightly sealed, and enclosed in a plastic 
bag that had been purged with nitrogen to prevent exposure 
of the sample to air. The substrate sample was homogenized 
on a paint shaker for approximately five minutes and then 
incubated at 18°C for three days to establish a uniform 
temperature throughout the sample.
After three days of incubation, the substrate sample 
was rehomogenized on a paint shaker. Aliquots of 
approximately 20 grams were transferred into 100 autoclaved 
12 0-mL serum bottles in a glove bag under a nitrogen 
atmosphere. The bulk substrate sample was manually stirred 
before each aliquot was removed. The exact weight of each 
aliquot was determined by weighing the serum bottles before 
and after the addition of the substrate. The serum bottles 
were then sealed with Teflon-lined rubber septa and aluminum
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caps inside the glove bag. The serum bottles were incubated 
overnight at 18°C.
Five 15-gram aliquots were removed from the composite 
substrate sample before (1 aliquot), during (2 aliquots), 
and after (1 aliquot) filling the serum bottles. These 
aliquots were placed in tared 50-mL beakers and air dried to 
a constant weight to determine the average moisture content 
of the sample.
Three 5-gram aliquots of the composite sample were used 
to determine the most probable number (MPN) of sulfate- 
reducing bacteria in the substrate at the beginning of the 
experiment. Details of the MPN method for determining 
counts of SRB are provided in Appendix B.
The following day, approximately 12 liters of mine 
drainage were collected from the adit of the Big Five Tunnel 
in a plastic container and deoxygenated in the field with 
nitrogen. Approximately 70 mL of this mine drainage sample 
were added by syringe to each serum bottle. The exact 
amount of mine drainage added was determined by weighing the 
bottles before and after injection of the mine drainage. 
Nitrogen was bubbled through the mine drainage sample until 
these additions were completed.
Four bottles were refrigerated to be used for baseline 
parameter determinations and the remainder of the bottles
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were returned to the 18°C incubator. This incubation 
temperature was selected to simulate summer conditions at 
the Big Five wetland.
4.1.2 Analysis of Serum Bottles
Four bottles were analyzed to determine baseline 
parameters. Baseline parameters included concentrations of 
dissolved sulfate, sulfide, and metals? concentration of 
solid AVS; pH; and Eh. Three replicate serum bottles were 
analyzed at 5-day intervals for 40 days and approximately 
10-day intervals for the next 64 days to determine the rate 
of sulfide production. Parameters measured in these bottles 
included pH, Eh, dissolved sulfate and metals, headspace 
H2S, dissolved sulfide, and AVS. The sequence and methods 
for measuring these parameters are described below.
Approximately 2 mL of the aqueous phase of the serum 
bottles were removed by syringe for measurements of pH and 
Eh. Care was taken to measure these parameters quickly so 
the sample would not be oxidized.
The headspace H2S, dissolved sulfide, and solid AVS in 
the serum bottles were determined using a trapping train 
similar to the one described by Jorgensen and Fenchel 
(1974). Figure 4 is a diagram of the trapping train used in 




FIGURE 4. Trapping train used in rate determination 
experiments.
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tubes, containing approximately 10 mL for headspace H2S and 
dissolved sulfide or 70 mL for AVS of IN NaOH, connected in 
series by Teflon tubing. Oxygen (Oz)-free nitrogen was 
bubbled into the aqueous phase in the serum bottles through 
a 19-gauge, 12-cm hypodermic needle coated with enamel. The 
nitrogen passed from the serum bottle through a 21-gauge, 3- 
cm hypodermic needle connected by Teflon tubing to the test 
tube traps. The efficiency of the trapping train was 
determined by acidifying three samples of ZnS. The average 
efficiency was 93%. All sulfide values determined by the 
titration method were corrected accordingly.
The amount of H2S gas in the headspace of the serum 
bottles was determined by connecting the bottles to the 
trapping train and passing 02-free nitrogen through the 
headspace for approximately 3 minutes. Approximately 5 mL 
of 7.5N NH^OH were added to the first trap and the amount of 
sulfide in this solution was determined by potentiometric 
titration with 0.01M AgN03, using a silver electrode and a 
Ross junction reference electrode (Updegraff and Wren,
1954). The solution was stirred continuously with a 
magnetic stirrer during the titration.
For determination of dissolved sulfide, approximately 
35 mL of the aqueous phase of the serum bottle were 
withdrawn by syringe and transferred to an empty, capped
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serum bottle that had been purged with nitrogen. The serum 
bottle was connected to the trapping train and 02-free 
nitrogen was bubbled through the bottle and traps for 
approximately 10 minutes. This subsample of the aqueous 
phase was then acidified with 15 mL of 6N HC1 and the H2S 
produced was flushed into the trap for approximately 3 0 
minutes. Approximately 5 mL of 7.5N NH4OH were then added 
to the contents of the first test tube in the trapping train 
and this solution was titrated with 0.01M AgN03 as described 
previously. The second trap was tested periodically for 
sulfide, and none was ever detected.
Approximately 35 mL of the aqueous phase were then 
removed for analysis of dissolved sulfate and metals (i.e., 
Fe, Cu, Mn, and Zn). The sulfate concentration was 
determined gravimetrically as BaS04 and the metals 
concentrations were measured by atomic absorption.
The solid AVS content of the substrate in the serum 
bottles was determined using the trapping train described 
above. After aqueous phase subsamples had been removed, 
each bottle was connected to the trapping train, 02-free 
nitrogen was bubbled through for 10 to 15 minutes, 
approximately 25 mL of 6N HC1 were added to the bottle by 
syringe, and nitrogen was bubbled through for an additional 
1.5 hours. The bottles were continuously agitated on a
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shaker table during this time. The H2S produced after the 
addition of the acid was flushed from the bottle and 
collected in the trapping train. Approximately 5 mL of 7.5N 
NH4OH were added to a 10-mL aliquot of the first trap and 
this solution was titrated with 0.01 M AgN03.
The most probable number of SRB in the substrate of 
three replicate serum bottles was determined after 
approximately 30 and 80 days of incubation.
4.1.3 Determination of the Rate of Sulfide Production
The rate of sulfide production was calculated by
subtracting the average concentration of solid AVS in the 
baseline serum bottles from the total sulfide concentration 
(i.e., the sum of the headspace H2S, dissolved sulfide, and 
solid AVS) in each serum bottle and dividing by the time 
interval. The solid AVS concentration was used as the 
baseline total sulfide concentration, as dissolved sulfide 
concentrations in the baseline bottles were all below the 
detection limit.
4.1.4 Poisoned Controls
Poisoned controls were prepared by adding 11 mL of 5% 
sodium azide to three serum bottles for a final 
concentration of 0.5%. Sodium azide has been shown to
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inhibit the growth of SRB (Postgate, 1979). Dissolved 
sulfide and solid AVS were determined in these bottles after 
15, 35, and 70 days.
4.1.5 Serum Bottles Buried in the Wetland
After three days of incubation at 18°C, three serum 
bottles were transported to the Big Five wetland and buried 
in Cell B-upflow approximately 0.67 meters below the 
surface. These bottles were left in Cell B-upflow for 84 
days and then analyzed for pH, Eh, dissolved sulfate, and 
reduced forms of sulfur. These bottles were analyzed to 
compare the rate of sulfide production in bottles maintained 
at a constant temperature (i.e., bottles incubated in the 
laboratory) to the rate in bottles subjected to in situ 
temperature fluctuations.
4.1.6 Nutrient Amendments
After 27 days.of incubation, a nutrient amendment of 
sodium lactate (final cohcentration of 100 mg/L) was added 
by syringe to one serum bottle. The sodium lactate was 
chosen because lactate has been found to be a substrate 
utilized by SRB (Dicker and Smith, 1985). After 31 days of 
incubation, 30 mL of an extract of hay were added by syringe 
to one serum bottle. Hay has been used at the Big Five
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wetland as insulation in Cell B-upflow and has appeared to 
enhance the activity of the SRB. The hay extract was 
prepared by soaking a sample of hay in distilled water for 
approximately one week and then removing the supernatant.
The dissolved sulfide and solid AVS in these bottles were 
measured by the methods described above approximately two 
weeks after the addition of the amendments.
After 66 days of incubation, 1.0 mL of 0.3% sodium 
lactate was added to 18 serum bottles. Nine of these 
bottles received an additional amendment of approximately 
0.05 moles of FeS047H20. Three replicates of the lactate- 
amended, lactate plus iron-amended, and unamended bottles 
were analyzed for total sulfide after 10 days. An 
additional 1.5 mL of 0.6% sodium lactate were added to the 
remaining twelve amended serum bottles. Three replicates of 
each type of amendment and unamended bottles were analyzed 
for total sulfide 25 and 38 days after the first nutrient 
addition.
4.2 RATE DETERMINATION - RADIOTRACER METHOD
4.2.1 Sampling Procedures and Preparation of Serum Bottles
For the second rate determination experiment, composite 
samples were collected from the surfaces of Cell B-upflow 
and Cell A in autoclaved 250-mL glass jars. One liter of
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mine drainage was collected in a polypropylene bottle and 
deoxygenated in the field with nitrogen.
The substrate samples were homogenized manually in the 
laboratory and approximately 20-gram aliquots were 
transferred to 120-mL serum bottles. Since a small number 
of bottles were being prepared in a short period of time for 
this experiment (i.e., 4 bottles of each substrate sample) a 
glove bag was not used. However, the serum bottles were 
purged with 02-free nitrogen before the substrate was added. 
After the substrate was added, approximately 70 mL of mine 
drainage were added to each bottle. The bottles were then 
sealed with Teflon-lined septa and aluminum caps and the 
headspace was purged with 02-free nitrogen.
For the radiotracer method, the only baseline parameter 
measured was the initial sulfate concentration in the mine 
drainage sample. A 50-mL aliquot of the mine drainage 
sample was analyzed gravimetrically as BaS0A to determine 
the concentration of sulfate.
4.2.2 Determination of the Rate of Sulfide Production
Fifty microliters (uL) of a stock Na235S04 solution (100 
microCuries per mL, E.I. DuPont de Nemours and Co., Inc.) 
were added to each serum bottle by syringe. The bottles
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were manually shaken and then incubated for approximately 21 
hours at 18°C.
The serum bottles were connected to a trapping train, 
similar to the one described for the titration method, and 
the bottles and traps were flushed with 02-free nitrogen for 
approximately 10 minutes. The traps for the radiotracer 
method consisted of scintillation vials containing 10 mL of 
a zinc acetate solution (2% by weight) plus several drops of 
Antifoam B (Dow Corning Corp.). Each serum bottle was 
acidified with 25 mL of 6N HC1 and the H2S produced was 
flushed into the traps for 1.5 hours. Ten mL of Aquasol 
(E.I. DuPont de Nemours and Co., Inc.) were added to the 
traps and the radioactivity in each vial was determined with 
a Beckman liquid scintillation counter, Model LS 7800.
The rate of sulfide production in each bottle was 
calculated according to the following equation:






Rate of sulfide production (umoles S2'/gram 
dry substrate/day)
Disintegrations per minute (DPM) in the trap 
DPM in 50 uL of stock Na235SC4 solution 
DPM in the blank
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S Amount of S042- in the mine drainage sample
(umoles)
M Mass of dry substrate in the serum bottle
(grams)
T Time of incubation (days)
DPM in the scintillation vials were calculated from the 
counts per minute (CPM) measured by the scintillation 
counter and the counting efficiency, as determined with an 
internal standard. The CPM value measured in each sample 
vial was also corrected for the collection efficiency of the 
trapping train. The efficiency of the trapping train had 
been determined in a previous experiment to be 85% (Smith 
and Oremland, 1987).
4.2.3 Determination of Counting Efficiency
Counting efficiency was determined using [14C]toluene 
as an internal standard. The internal standard was prepared 
by adding 50 uL of a [14C] toluene solution (activity of 4.0 
x 105 DPM, New England Nuclear Corp.) and 50 uL of deionized
water to 10 mL of Aquasol in a glass scintillation vial.
The counting efficiency was calculated by dividing the CPM 
measured in the scintillation vial by the known activity of 
the standard solution.
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4.3 COMPARISON OF METHODS
4.3.1 Sampling Procedures and Preparation of Serum Bottles
Composite substrate samples from the surface and bottom 
of Cell B-upflow were collected in an autoclaved 2-liter 
polypropylene jar and 250-mL glass jar, respectively, for 
the third experiment. Three liters of mine drainage were 
collected in polypropylene bottles and deoxygenated in the 
field with nitrogen.
The 2-liter substrate sample was homogenized on a paint 
shaker and the 250-mL substrate sample was homogenized on a 
shaker table. Approximately 2 0-gram aliquots of substrate 
were transferred to 120-mL serum bottles which had been 
purged with 02-free nitrogen, 70 mL of mine drainage was 
added to each bottle, and the bottles were sealed with 
rubber septa and aluminum caps. The headspace of each 
bottle was then purged with Oz-free nitrogen. The bottles 
were incubated at 18°C.
Three 3 0-gram aliquots of each substrate sample were 
air dried to constant weight to determine average moisture 
content of the substrate at the two depths. Five 4 0-mL 
aliquots of the mine drainage sample were used to determine 
an average sulfate concentration. Five serum bottles were 
analyzed on the first day of the experiment for the baseline
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concentration of total sulfide using the titration method 
described in Section 4.1.2.
4.3.2 Determination of the Rate of Sulfide Production
Fifty uL of the stock Na235S04 solution used in the 
second experiment, described in Section 4.2, were added to 
six serum bottles containing substrate from the surface of 
Cell B-upflow, three bottles containing substrate from the 
bottom of Cell B-upflow, and three controls (i.e., 11 mL of 
5% sodium azide added to bottles containing Cell B-upflow 
surface substrate). All bottles were shaken, including 
those to be analyzed for total sulfide by the titration 
method, and then incubated at 18° C.
The bottles that had been injected with the radiotracer 
were analyzed for sulfide after approximately 25 hours of 
incubation by the method described in Section 4.2.2. The 
rate of sulfide production in these bottles was calculated 
according to equation 4.1 with appropriate corrections made 
for counting and trapping efficiencies.
After 17 days of incubation, six bottles were analyzed 
for total sulfide by the titration method. This incubation 
period was chosen because it was within the time interval of 
the first experiment when a relatively constant rate was 
measured. The concentrations of reduced forms of sulfur
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(i.e., headspace H2S, dissolved sulfide, and solid AVS) were 
not determined separately in this experiment. A 2-mL 
aliquot of the aqueous phase was first removed by syringe 
for Eh and pH measurements. The bottles were then connected 
to the trapping train and 02-free nitrogen was bubbled 
through for 10 to 15 minutes. Approximately 35 mL of 6N HC1 
were then added to the bottles by syringe and the H2S 
produced was collected in the traps and titrated with AgN03 
as described in Section 4.1.2. The rate of sulfide 





5.1 INITIAL RATE DETERMINATION EXPERIMENT
Data collected during the initial rate determination 
experiment are provided in Appendix C, Table C-l. This 
table includes concentrations of dissolved sulfate, 
headspace H2S, dissolved sulfide, and solid AVS; pH 
measurements; and Eh measurements in the serum bottle 
systems over the 108-day time period. Table C-2 presents 
the average values calculated at each time interval for the 
following parameters; pH, Eh, headspace H2S, dissolved 
sulfide, solid AVS, and rate of sulfide production.
5.1.1 pH Measurements
Figure 5 presents the pH of the aqueous phase in the 
serum bottles over the course of the experiment. The pH in 
the baseline bottles, measured the day after the mine 
drainage was added to the substrate, was 6.1. This 
represents a substantial increase over the pH of the mine 
drainage (i.e., pH 3.0) in just one day, indicating that the 
substrate has considerable buffering capacity. In general, 
the pH continued to increase over the first 3 5 days of the 
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FIGURE 5. pH in serum bottles during initial rate 
determination experiment.
(Error bars represent +/- one standard deviation; 
data points without error bars are the average 
of two values)
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the end of the experiment fluctuated between 6 .4 and 6.7. 
This range of pH is similar to field measurements from the 
effluent of Cell B-upflow (e.g., pH values ranging from 6.6 
to 7.0 were measured between May and August, 1990).
5.1.2 Eh Measurements
Figure 6 presents the Eh of the aqueous phase in the 
serum bottles over the course of the experiment. The Eh 
decreased with time over the first 3 0 days as more sulfide 
was produced in the serum bottles. Between day 3 0 and the 
end of the experiment the Eh measurements fluctuated between 
2 and -33 millivolts, indicating that relatively stable 
reducing conditions had become established in the serum 
bottles.
5.1.3 Rate of Sulfide Production
Figure 7 presents the increase in reduced forms of 
sulfide (i.e., headspace H2S, dissolved sulfide, and solid 
AVS) in the serum bottles with time. The concentrations of 
headspace H2S and dissolved sulfide were very low compared 
to the concentration of solid AVS produced in the serum 
bottles. The headspace H2S was approximately three orders 
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FIGURE 6 . Eh in the serum bottles during the initial rate 
determination experiment.
(Error bars represent +/- one standard deviation; 
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FIGURE 7. Forms of reduced sulfur in serum bottles during 
initial rate determination experiment.
(Error bars represent +/- one standard deviation; 
data points without error bars are the average 
of two values)
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sulfide was approximately two orders of magnitude less than 
the solid AVS,
Figure 8 presents the average rate of sulfide 
production in the serum bottles. The initial rate was 1.7 
micromoles of sulfide per gram of dry substrate per day 
(umol/g/day) for the first 5-day interval. From 5 to 35 
days the rate was relatively constant at approximately 1.2 
umol/g/day. Beginning with the 40-day time interval, the 
rate of sulfide production began to decrease and this trend 
continued for the rest of the experiment. The rate of 
sulfide production measured in the poisoned controls was 
minimal compared to the other serum bottles (i.e., 0.2 7 
umol/g/day at 15 days; 0.089 umol/g/day at 3 5 days? and 0.00 
umol/g/day at 70 days) indicating that the production of 
sulfide in the wetland substrate is predominantly the result 
of microbial activity.
The average rate of sulfide production in the serum 
bottles that were buried in the wetland was 0.55 umol/g/day. 
This value is slightly lower than the rate of 0.72 
mol/g/day measured in the serum bottles incubated for the 
same period of time at a constant temperature of 18°C. As 
discussed in Section 3.2, the rate of sulfate reduction 
depends on temperature. Field measurements of the 
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FIGURE 8 . Average rate of sulfide production in serum 
bottles during initial rate determination 
experiment.
(Error bars represent +/- one standard deviation; 
data points without error bars are the average 
of two values)
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the bottles were buried in the wetland ranged from 15 to 
18°C. Therefore, the rate measured in these bottles would 
be expected to be less than those incubated at a constant 
temperature.
5.1.4 Comparison of Changes in Sulfate and Sulfide
Changes in the molar amounts of sulfate and sulfide per 
gram of dry substrate as compared to the baseline bottles 
were calculated by Machemer (1991) for each serum bottle for 
the first 40 days of the experiment. Figure 9a presents the 
changes of total sulfide (i.e., headspace H2S, dissolved 
sulfide, and solid AVS) and sulfate versus time. Figure 9b 
presents the regression of the change in total sulfide 
versus the change in sulfate for the first 4 0 days of the 
experiment. The slope of this line is -0.83 (standard error 
of 0.093) with an R2 of 0.80. These results indicate that 
most of the sulfate that was reduced was recovered as 
headspace H2S, dissolved sulfide, or AVS. However, the 
deviation of the slope from unity (Figure 9b) suggests 
slightly more sulfate was reduced than total sulfide was 
produced. Machemer (1991) provides several possible 
explanations for this result: (1) a minor amount of
elemental sulfur or pyrite may have formed; (2 ) the 
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FIGURE 9. Comparison of changes in sulfate and sulfide in 
serum bottles during the initial rate 
determination experiment (Machemer, 1991).
(a) Changes of sulfate and sulfide vs. time. 
(AVS refers to the sum of headspace H2S,
dissolved sulfide, and solid AVS)^




causing the corrected values for sulfide to have 
a slightly negative bias; and the most likely explanation 
(3) organic contamination was present in the weighed barium 
sulfate precipitates, causing the sulfate analyses to have a 
slight positive bias.
5.1.5 Effect of Nutrient Amendments
The rates of sulfide production measured in the serum 
bottle amended with sodium lactate after 27 days of 
incubation and the serum bottle amended with hay extract 
after 31 days of incubation were compared to the average 
rate measured in unamended serum bottles for a corresponding 
time interval. These rates in umoles of sulfide per gram of 





The addition of sodium lactate resulted in a rate 
approximately 2 .5 times greater than the rate measured in 
the unamended serum bottles for the corresponding time 
interval. The addition of hay extract resulted in a rate 
approximately five times greater than in the unamended 
bottles.
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The average rates of sulfide production measured in the 
serum bottles amended with sodium lactate and bottles 
amended with lactate plus iron after 66 days and 76 days of 
incubation were compared to rates in the unamended bottles 
for the same time intervals. For these rate calculations, 
the average concentration of total sulfide in the three 
bottles analyzed on day 66 was used as the baseline sulfide 
concentration that was subtracted from the average total 
sulfide measured in the subsequent bottles. These rates are 
presented in Table 3.
For each time interval, the rate of sulfide production 
was greater in the amended bottles. The highest rates were 
measured in the bottles amended with iron plus lactate.
These results suggest that the activity of the SRB in the 
serum bottles had become limited by a combination of factors 
(e.g., amount of organic material available for metabolism 
or concentration of soluble iron) as the experiment 
progressed.
5.1.6 Sulfate-Reducing Bacteria Counts
Table 4 presents the results of the counts of SRB in 
the baseline serum bottles and serum bottles at the 3 0 and 
80 day time intervals. MPN of SRB in the substrate of Cell 
B-upflow in January, June, and August of 1990 are also
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Lactate 10 102 (4) 0.30 (0.50)
Lactate + iron 10 104 (5) 0.50 (0.35)
None 10 100 (8 ) 0.10 (0.40)
Lactate 25 (15) 120 (3) 0.84 (0.10)
Lactate + iron 25 (15) 125 (1) 1.04 (0.05)
None 25 (15) 109 0.40
Lactate 38 (28) 124 (2) 0.59 (0.06)
Lactate + iron 38 (28) 129 0.71
None 38 (28) 117 (7) 0.42 (0.20)
Time refers to number of days after amendments; 
numbers in parentheses refer to number of days after 
second lactate amendment
Total Sulfide refers to the sum of headspace H2S, 
dissolved sulfide, and solid AVS; numbers in parentheses 
represent one standard deviation
• • •Numbers m  parentheses represent one standard deviation
ABBREVIATIONS:
umol/g Micromoles of sulfide per gram of dry substrate
umol/g/day Micromoles of sulfide per gram of dry substrate
per day
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TABLE 4. Most Probable Number of Sulfate-Reducing Bacteria 









SB-1 5JUN90 NA 0.91 x 105 0.27 - 3.0
SB-2 8JUL90 NA 5.0 x 105 1.5 - 17
SB-3 24AUG90 NA 10 x 105 3.0 - 33
Bl-W JAN90 0-15 300 x 105 91 - 990
Bl-W MAY90 60-90 4.8 x 105 1.5 - 16
Bl-W AUG90 0-15 26 x 105 7.9 - 86
Bl-W AUG90 60-90 9.7 x 105 2.9 - 32
NOTE: MPN are the average of three samples
ABBREVIATIONS:
Bl-W Near outlet of Cell B-upflow
bact Bacteria
cm Centimeters
MPN Most probable number
NA Not applicable
SB-1 Cell B-upflow substrate collected for rate
experiment
SB-2 Serum bottles incubated for 3 3 days
SB-3 Serum bottles incubated for 8 0 days
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presented. The number of SRB per gram of substrate in the 
serum bottles increased by approximately one order of 
magnitude over the course of the experiment. The MPN counts 
indicate large numbers of SRB were present in the serum 
bottle substrate samples and the numbers are comparable to 
the range of counts of SRB found in Cell B-upflow during 
1990 (i.e., 480,000 to 30,000,000 bacteria per gram) and in 
natural environments (i.e., 1,000 to 1 ,000,000 bacteria per 
cubic centimeter (Skyring, 1987)).
5.2 RADIOTRACER RATE DETERMINATION EXPERIMENT
Data collected during the second rate determination 
experiment are provided in Appendix C, Table C-3. These 
data include the mass of substrate and volume of mine 
drainage in each serum bottle; radioactivity measured in the 
sample, stock, and blank scintillation vials; time of 
incubation, and calculated rate of sulfide production for 
each serum bottle.
The average rate for sulfide production in substrate 
from Cell B-upflow was 0.60 umol/g/day and in substrate from 
Cell A was 0.58 umol/g/day. These results suggest that the 
activity of SRB in Cells A and B-upflow are very similar.
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5.3 EXPERIMENT COMPARING TITRATION AND RADIOTRACER METHODS
The third experiment conducted for this thesis was 
designed to compare rates of sulfide production measured in 
splits of one substrate sample from Cell B-upflow by the two 
different methods, the titration and the radiotracer 
methods. Data collected during this experiment are provided 
in Appendix C, Tables C-4 and C-5. Table C-4 includes mass 
of substrate, total sulfide produced, time of incubation, 
and average rate of sulfide production for each serum bottle 
as determined by the titration method. Table C-5 includes 
mass of substrate and volume of mine drainage in each serum 
bottle; radioactivity measured in sample, stock, and blank 
scintillation vials; incubation time; and calculated rate of 
sulfide production in each serum bottle as determined by the 
radiotracer method.
In the serum bottles containing substrate from the 
surface of Cell B-upflow, the average rate of sulfide 
production was 0.67 umol/g/day with a standard deviation of 
0.23 by the titration method and an incubation period of 17 
days, and 0.75 umol/g/day with a standard deviation of 0.06 
by the radiotracer method and an incubation period of 2 5 
hours. The t-test was used to determine if the means from 
the titration method and radiotracer were significantly 
different. At the 0.05 level of significance, the null
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hypothesis that the means from the two methods are equal 
could not be rejected. (See Table D-l, Appendix D, for 
statistical calculations.) Although the means of the rate 
determined by the two methods were essentially the same, the 
variance in the data from the titration method was 
approximately ten times the variance in the data from the 
radiotracer method. With the titration method, the rate of 
sulfide production is calculated from the difference of two 
measured values, the average AVS in the baseline bottles and 
the total sulfide in each serum bottle. The difference in 
these values is small relative to the amount of total 
sulfide in the bottles, so when these calculated differences 
are averaged, a large standard deviation is associated with 
the mean. Additionally, the titration method involves many 
more steps in the procedure where volume measurements are 
made than the radiotracer method and small errors in these 
measurements may accumulate. Finally, determination of the 
endpoint of the titration and subsequent calculation of 
amount of sulfide in the trapping solution involves 
interpretation of the titration graph. For these reasons, 
the variance in the data from the titration method is 
expected to be greater than that from the radiotracer 
method. However, these results indicate that a reasonable 
estimate of rate of sulfide production can be determined
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from the titration method, and because 35S is not added in 
this method, other parameters in the serum bottles (i.e., 
sulfate and dissolved metals) can be easily measured.
The average rate of sulfide production in the bottles 
containing substrate from the bottom of Cell B-upflow (i.e., 
approximately 0.67 meters depth) was 0.44 umol/g/day by the 
radiotracer method. This rate is lower than the rate 
measured in substrate from the surface of Cell B-upflow by 
the titration or radiotracer method. This lower rate was 
probably due to a lower concentration of available organic 
matter in the lower regions of the cell. Hay was placed on 
top of the cell in the winter of 1989-90 for insulation, so 
additional nutrients from the decomposing hay were available 
to the SRB on the surface that were not present in the 
bottom of the cell.
In the poisoned controls, the average rate of sulfide 
production was determined to be 0.012 umol/g/day by the 
radiotracer method. As in the first experiment using the 
titration method, the rate measured in the poisoned controls 
by the radiotracer method was minimal compared to the rate 
measured in the other serum bottles. These results indicate 
that the sulfide production in the substrate is 
predominantly the result of microbiological activity.
Table 5 summarizes the average rates of sulfide
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production measured in the three experiments for substrate 
samples from Cells A and B-upflow.
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JUN90 Cell B1 0-15 Titr. 18 1 . 2*(0 .2 )
JUN90 Cell B1 0-15 Titr. in
situ 0.55(0.02)
OCT90 Cell B1 0-15 35s 18 0.60(0.07)
OCT90 Cell A 0-15 35s 18 0.58(0.04)
NOV90 Cell B1 0-15 Titr. 18 0.67 (0.23)
NOV90 Cell B1 10H1O 35S 18 0.75(0.06)
NOV90 Cell B1 45-60 35s 18 0.44(0.05)
* Average rate for the first 35 days of the experiment
NOTE: Numbers in parentheses represent the standard
deviation of the three replicates used to determine 
the average rate values.
ABBREVIATIONS:
cm Centimeters







Results of these experiments indicate that the process 
of bacterial sulfate reduction is occurring in the Big Five 
wetland and is a primary contributor to the treatment of 
acid mine drainage flowing through the wetland. Radiotracer 
experiments demonstrate that the acid volatile sulfides 
produced in the substrate of laboratory-scale systems result 
from the reduction of sulfate. Additionally, minimal rates 
of sulfide production were measured in control bottles 
poisoned with sodium azide, indicating that the sulfide 
produced in the experiment serum bottles was predominantly 
the result of microbiological activity.
An average rate of 1.2 umoles of sulfide per gram of 
dry substrate per day was measured during the 5 to 3 5 day 
time interval of the initial rate determination experiment. 
Comparisons of molar decreases in sulfate to molar increases 
in total sulfide in the serum bottles indicate that most of 
the sulfate that was reduced was recovered as headspace H2S, 
dissolved sulfide, or solid AVS. These results support the 
assumption that measuring these three reduced forms of 
sulfide over time provides a reasonable estimate of the rate 
of bacterial sulfide production in the wetland substrate.
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Additionally, the results indicate that most of the reduced 
sulfur in the serum bottles is in the form of solid AVS, so 
this parameter alone could be used to estimate sulfide 
production.
After 35 days, the average rate of sulfide production 
in the serum bottles decreased and continued to decrease for 
the rest of the experiment. Various factors contributed to 
this decrease in rate, including lower concentrations of 
nutrients and higher concentrations of waste byproducts from 
bacterial reactions in the serum bottles. Because the 
wetland is a flowthrough system and the serum bottles were 
left undisturbed throughout the experiment, comparisons of 
in situ conditions at the wetland and activity in the serum 
bottles during the latter part of the experiment are not 
particularly useful. Rate measurements during the first 
several weeks of the serum bottle experiment should be used 
to estimate rates expected to occur in the wetland.
Nutrient amendments of lactate or hay during the first 
35 days of the experiment resulted in significant increases 
in sulfide production. These results suggest that the 
activity of the SRB in the wetland is limited by nutrients, 
and the activity could be enhanced with the addition of a 
supplemental carbon source for the bacteria. Hay has been 
used as insulation on the surface of Cell B-upflow. If the
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hay was also mixed throughout the substrate of the cell, it 
could serve as an inexpensive source of nutrients for the 
SRB.
The experiment designed to compare the rates of sulfide 
production measured by the titration method with the 
radiotracer method demonstrates that average rates obtained 
by the two methods are essentially the same. The advantages 
of the radiotracer method include greater sensitivity for 
detecting small amounts of sulfide and less variance in the 
data. However, the titration method has advantages because 
it does not require a radioactive tracer to be added to the 
serum bottles. The experimental procedure, safety 
precautions, and waste disposal are simpler because 
radioactive substances are not involved. Additionally, 
parameters other then sulfide can be measured in the serum 
bottles more easily when the radiotracer is not present.
Results of these experiments suggest that serum bottle 
systems could be used as inexpensive, initial treatability 
studies for acid mine drainages. The serum bottles could be 
incubated for just two to three weeks at the in situ 
temperature and analyzed by the titration method for 
sulfides to obtain a reasonable estimate of the rate of 
sulfide production in a given system. The estimated rate of 
sulfide production could then be used to estimate loading
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rates of metals that could be effectively removed by a 
constructed wetland as sulfide precipitates. Additionally, 
the serum bottles could be used to test the effectiveness of 
different substrates and combinations of nutrient amendments 
on treating a particular source of mine drainage.
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METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE MOST PROBABLE NUMBER 
OF SULFATE-REDUCING BACTERIA
Procedure for sample preparation:
1. Approximately 1.0 gram of substrate is placed in a 
sterilized mortar with 8 mL of a sterilized 0.2% NaCl 
solution and is gently ground to give a fine suspension.
2. Two mL of this slurry is transferred to a test tube 
containing 18 mL of sterilized 0.2% NaCl. The contents of 
the test tube is stirred and then 2 mL is transferred to a 
second test tube containing 18 mL of sterilized 0.2% NaCl. 
This procedure is repeated until five serial dilutions of 
the original slurry have been made.
3. Add 1-mL aliquots of each dilution to five 9-mL screw- 
topped test tubes containing 8 mL of autoclaved modified 
Medium B.
4. Close the tubes tightly and incubate at 3 0°C for three 
weeks.
5. Check tubes every three to four days for positive 
results, indicated by a black precipitate in the tubes.
6 . Use the Most Probable Number Table for use with 10-fold 
dilutions and 5 tubes per dilution to enumerate the sulfate- 
reducing bacteria in 1 gram of dry substrate (Page et al., 
1982) .










Dissolve all ingredients in approximately 8 00 
mL of deionized water that has been deoxygenated with 
nitrogen under low heat. Adjust pH with IN NaOH to 7.0 - 
7.5. Adjust volume to 1 liter.
References;
Page, A., Miller, R., and D. Keeney. 1980. Methods for 
Soil Analysis Part II. Second Edition. Madison, WI: 
American Society of Agronomy, Inc., Soil Society of 
America, Inc., Chapter 39.
Postgate, J.R. 1979. The Sulphate-Reducing Bacteria. 
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B-302 21.69 67.7 0 NA
B—304 23.48 68.6 0 NA
B-312 20.85 65.0 0 NA
B—314 23.10 67.9 0 NA
B—317 23 . 62 64.4 0 NA
R—3 01 18.79 75.2 17 0. 497
R-307 21.32 85. 0 17 1 . 08
R-311 23.28 79.4 17 0. 747
R-315 22.25 78. 3 17 0 . 681
R-318 22.97 73.8 17 0. 415
R-321 25.61 76.9 17 0. 599
AVERAGE RATE = 0.668 umol/g/d 
STD. DEV. = 0.233
ABBREVIATIONS:
B Baseline serum bottles
umol/g Micromoles per gram
umol/g/d Micromoles per gram per day
NA Not applicable
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